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Part 1 of this paper is an analysis of problems concerning type systems and static semantics 
relevant to designing and implementing new programming languages. Part 2 proposes and 
exemplifies a way to derive a static semantics from a language’s dynamic semantics, using a 
technique known as binding time analysis known from partial evaluation (Ershov’s “mixed 
computation”) [20, 211. The goal is to analyze the language’s type structure during the design 
process without the need for hand construction of a type system. Ideally, one might automate the 
construction of a type checker, given only the dynamic semantics as input. In particular, binding 
time analysis of the interpreter program can be used to distinguish statically detectable errors 
from dynamic ones, and a static semantics is seen as a mechanism for deciding whether the 
program to be interpreted can give rise to any of the static errors. Our basic viewpoint is operational: 
to see how and where in the interpreter immediately observable type errors manifest themselves; 
to classify them as static or dynamic; and to design the static semantics to detect all static errors 
in a given program. 
1. Problem analysis: type systems and static semantics 
1.1. Introduction 
It is commonly said that Pascal is a strongly typed language, but that Lisp is not. 
Just what does this mean, precisely? Are these properties that could be verified or 
refuted on the basis of executable formal specifications of the languages Pascal and 
Lisp? In principle the answer must be “yes”, since there is an operational difference: 
a well-typed Pascal program should be incapable of yielding domain errors for basic 
functions such as +, while Lisp programs certainly can yield such errors. 
1.1.1. The context 
The overall purpose of this article is to take a fresh look at the problems of type 
correctness and static semantics in programming languages. As in earlier work, e.g. 
[16], we assume a context in which 
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l there is a framework suitable for human use, to specify formally the semantics 
of new languages; this could for example be a symbolism for writing interpreters, 
or denotational semantics [38], or structural operational semantics [36]. 
l either there are many new programming languages to be implemented, so automa- 
tion is desirable to guarantee consistency between the various languages’ semantic 
specifications and their implementations; or 
0 one is in the initial stages of designing a new programming language, and wishes 
to use the computer to provide feedback about language design decisions with 
respect to efficiency, the feasibility of using certain implementation strategies, etc. 
l formula programming language specifications are executable 
l the main goal is automatically to transform a formal programming language 
specification into an acceptably efficient implementation of the language it specifies 
1.1.2. Static semantics 
We begin by discussing the pragmatic term “static semantics” and the more 
abstract concept “type system” in general terms. 
The questions: “what is a strongly typed language?“, and “what is a static 
semantics?” have been answered clearly and with mathematical precision only for 
a very few rather simple programming languages (e.g. ML, based on typed lambda 
calculus). Otherwise informal descriptions of static semantics have been given for 
a very wide spectrum of languges. In contrast, a wide variety of well-developed 
formalisms and associated theories exist to specify dynamic semantics, including 
denotational, algebraic, operational and axiomatic. 
The phrase “static semantics” now plays a role analogous to that played by 
“semantics” up to the beginning of the 1970s; it tends to be a catch-all term, covering 
all that is not part of the dynamic semantics, just as “semantic analysis” once 
covered all compiler activities other than lexical and syntactic analysis. The reason 
is surely the same: one uses the catch-all term for those aspects of language design 
and implementation not yet satisfactorily systematized, those whose theory and 
practice have not yet been solidly established and linked. 
A great many answers have been given to the questions “what is a static seman- 
tics?” and “what is a type?” - roughly, one for every different computer language. 
On the whole, formulations of static semantics share certain general characteristics: 
l Operationally, a static semantics is used as a filter during preprocessing, Let us 
call well-formed any program passing the filter. A static semantics is then a function 
SS : Programs ---, {true, false} 
l A program that is not well-formed will not be run, or its results if run cannot be 
guaranteed to satisfy certain user expectations. 
l SS is required to be a computable (and total) function. 
l The practical role of a static semantics can be either or both of: 
reliability: to guarantee that certain kinds of run-time errors cannot occur; and 
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eficiency: to guarantee that certain run-time implementation strategies will work 
correctly, for example that a stack may be used to store values associated with 
function calls and returns (as opposed to the more general heap). 
In current programming languages there is a spectrum of checks performed before 
and during execution on a program (call it p). Following are a few; [ 151 has a more 
extensive listing. 
External 
(1) Correctness: does p fulfill its intentions, achieve its purpose, satisfy its 
specification? 
Internal 
(1) Syntax checks: 
l Does p have an abstract syntax tree? 
l (for languages with static scoping) Is each variable reference bound to one and 
only one declaration? 
(2) “Static semantics” or “type check”: to see that variables are used consistently, 
or in a way consistent with their declarations 
(3) Run-time error check: for example to avoid dividing by zero. 
A problem when designing a new language is to decide just what should be 
encompassed under point (2). One goal of the type checker is to detect as many 
run-time errors statically, due to the difficulty of tracking them down dynamically 
during debugging. 
From this view a type system is a primitive program verifier - a program passing 
the type checker is not necessarily correct, but it can be guaranteed that certain 
kinds of run-time errors cannot occur. A pragmatic confirmation of the utility of 
type checking has been experienced in the use of expressive and strongly typed 
languages such as standard ML: once a program successfully passes the type checker 
it is often correct. 
A “strongly typed” language such as Pascal allows, for a particular Pascal program, 
much of the computation implicit in the formal specification of its semantics to be 
performed at compile time, leaving to run time only completely essential computa- 
tions. Another use of types can be to allow an efficient stack implementation strategy. 
But this can only be done on one condition; that the Pascal program be well 
formed. If not there could be a risk of attempting, for example, to add a boolean 
and an integer, or the stack implementation strategy could be unsafe due to the 
possibility of “dangling references” to elements no longer in the stack. (Both of 
these are examples of “binding time optimizations” [14, 151, also called staging 
transformations.) 
A language with “dynamic types and binding” such as Lisp requires much more 
run-time activity, including the run-time presence of the source program in some 
explicit form, e.g. to find variables by name. A consequence is that Lisp is often 
implemented interpretively since compilation yields only a modest speedup; whereas 
a purely interpretive implementation of Pascal would be far too inefficient for 
practical use. 
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Thesis. Using Curry’s viewpoint, we argue that many questions about types may be 
answered by doing a binding time analysis (described later) of an interpreter that 
defines a programming language. In particular binding time analysis distinguishes 
statically detectable errors from dynamic ones, and a static semantics is simply a 
mechanism for deciding whether the interpreted program can give rise to any of 
the static errors. 
1.1.3. Type systems: prescriptive and descriptive 
The term “type system” seems somehow better defined than “static semantics”, 
but it still has a wide range of interpretations. For example it is unfortunately rather 
unclear just what genera1 concept a particular type system is an instance of, or how 
in general a type system can be shown to be correct; or even precisely what this 
means in the context of large languages. 
Some examples. Pioneering work was done during the design of ALGOL 60. Even 
though it was by far the most carefully specified and described language of its 
generation, ALGOL 60 contained several significant design errors concerning types 
and type checking (some pointed out in letters by Knuth and corrected in the revised 
report [24]). Its successors ALGOL 68 and Pascal had much more carefully worked 
out concepts of type correctness and algorithms for type checking, carefully designed 
with an eye towards stack implementability. 
PL/I contained a number of what in retrospect can only be called errors in the 
design of its type system, which led both to difficulties in debugging PL/I programs 
and an unnecessarily high run-time overhead, especially in connection with pro- 
cedure calls and coercions. 
Ada is much better designed than PL/I, but its static semantics is extremely 
complex, taking up a large part of the language’s documentation, and requiring 
substantial compiler code to handle type checking, resolve overloading and check 
correctness of module usage. 
What is a type system? There are (at least) two major views on this nontrivial 
question, exemplified by the stands of Church and Curry. Church took a prescriptive 
view: that types are predefined conditions to ensure meaningfulness. For a program 
even to have a meaning, it must be well-typed. 
From the descriptive view any program at all may be executed, and a type is a 
way of classifying or describing the values that a program manipulates. Thus ill-typed 
programs (e.g. the Y combinator) may compute interesting results even when they 
do not fit into any particular type system. This gives another view of the goal of 
type analysis: to find a finite description of the values manipulated by a given 
program, without accounting for how these values fit into a preexisting set of 
prescriptive type rules. This naturally leads to type analysis by abstract interpretation, 
mentioned briefly later. 
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The prescriptive view: types and their meanings. From both views a type is often 
regarded as describing or denoting a set of values, e.g. the type “boolean” denotes 
{true, false}. This view of types has become popular with articles in for example 
[23], and is taken in the rest of this article. 
The value set denoted by a type t may be defined by systematically associating 
a set [tl with t. An alternative is to assume the existence of a universal value domain 
U, and specify how every type denotes a subdomain of U. The first approach is the 
more classical, stemming from mathematical logic whereas the second is prevalent 
in denotational semantics. 
By the prescriptive view every expression exp appearing in a program has an 
associated type t, and the program is illegal unless exp’s values can be guaranteed 
to lie in the set or domain [It]. A type checker is an algorithm to verify this consistency, 
and it is “sound” (correct) if it rejects all type inconsistent programs. 
Correctness of a type system. Soundness of a type system can be stated and proven 
by formally relating run time values to type expressions. One may give inference 
rules both for running programs and for assigning types to program pieces, and 
then show that the type deduction rules (usually based on program structure) 
preserve this relationship. For examples of this approach see [27, lo]. 
Such proofs are in general very difficult, and several errors have been detected 
in published soundness proofs (some leading to operational errors, for example in 
ML with assignment). 
A conclusion. For general language design, it is desirable to try to avoid the need 
to set up a formal type system, and then to prove it correct by hand. 
Prescriptive types and language design. The view that types are conditions to ensure 
meaningfulness of programs in a programming language is most relevant for 
languages derived from an already well understood mathematical theory. Examples 
include the typed lambda calculus and the programming language ML, or the 
predicate calculus and Prolog, or current work connecting temporal logic and parallel 
computation. 
This is very nice when it happens, but one is not often so lucky when designing 
a new language. Further, a preexisting semantic framework is required, and this 
may be quite difficult to adapt to even slightly different languages. One example is 
the considerable difficulties that have arisen from trying to integrate the assignment 
statement with the lambda calculus, and similar problems with adding nonlogical 
facilities to Prolog (or even negation!). 
The descriptive view: type systems and abstract interpretation. Type checking in 
practice has long been done by abstractly executing the subject program over a 
domain of type descriptors. An early example if [31], which computes ALGOL 60 
expression types by pseudoevaluation over domains real, integer, boolean and arrays 
and functions over these. It is natural in such abstract interpretations to use some 
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form of type environment, binding program identifiers to type expressions derived 
from their declarations. 
A semantically based descriptive approach is to derive the types from the program 
by analyzing the set of all possible computational states. One example is the analysis 
in [ 181, which uses abstract interpretation to construct a tree grammar. This is a set 
of recursive set equations whose solution is certain to include all reachable program 
states in any possible computation. 
1.1.4. Other aspects of types 
Types and eJicient language implementation. A notable example is Algol68’s treat- 
ment of pointer variables. The type system was designed so that in a well-typed 
program no variable’s visibility can exceed its lifetime, thus eliminating the possibility 
of “dangling references”. The effect is to ensure stack implementability instead of 
the slower heap storage. 
The descriptive approach to types can make it possible to efficiently implement 
programs with special characteristics, while still accepting arbitrary programs. An 
example is the language SETL in which static program analysis by abstract interpreta- 
tion allows automatic choice of efficient data structure representation (heap, list, 
hash, table, etc.), depending on the operations applied to the data. The pedagogic 
language Tempo [ 151 had similar goals with respect to variables’ binding times. 
Finally, recent work by Wadler, Sestoft and Holmstrom discovers variables that are 
accessed in a “linear” way for increased efficiency in storage allocation. 
Constructive type theory. Martin-Lof is currently developing the theme of types as 
conditions to ensure meaningfulness within mathematical logic [25,26], and related 
work in computer science is found in [8, 33, 91 and others under the heading 
“constructive set theory” or similar titles. Typically in their framework only total 
and computable functions may be defined, and showing that a program has a type 
is essentially the same as showing it to be totally correct with respect to a specification 
written as a logical formula. 
This work has some obvious drawbacks with respect to our goals (and advantages 
with respect to others). The existence of a correct program typing is undecidable 
due to its close connection with termination. Even worse for our purposes: every 
well-typed program computes a total function. It is therefore impossible to write a 
well-typed interpreter for any language which contains programs for all computable 
functions, i.e. any general purpose programming language such as Pascal or Lisp. 
Thus on the whole this approach seems to make it hard to set up a general 
framework suitable for automation, wherein one can define the semantics of a wide 
variety of languages. 
1.2. Needed: a general framework for type systems and static semantics 
In our context we want a general framework to answer the questions: “what is 
strongly typed language?” and “what is a static semantics?“. The problem appears 
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to be difficult both to pose and to answer, and there are unfortunately no precise 
and commonly accepted definitions in the literature. It is also a very important 
problem, due to the large number of special purpose new languages, for example 
in connection with expert systems. 
A yes or no answer to the question of being strongly typed is of little constructive 
use when designing a new language. But what then? What is really needed is 
feedback: given a language specification, the computer tells the language designer 
which part of the language he has specified are in fact dynamic. 
1.2.1. Semantics-directed compiler generation 
These goals make it essential to have a formalism good both for humans to express 
semantics and for implementation by computer. Many such formalisms have been 
proposed and tried out in practice on example languages of various sizes. 
Implementations described in the literature, often under the heading “semantics 
directed compiler generation”, include [2, 13, 7, 20, 29, 39, 34, 41, 431. 
Most of these systems perform a certain amount of the computation appearing 
in the language specification at compile time (static), and generate code to perform 
the remaining computation at run time (dynamic). 
Static versus dynamic. The dividing line between static and dynamic in these systems 
is not precisely defined, and varies significantly from implementation to implementa- 
tion, two extremes being [7], where at compile time only code generation is done, 
leaving all else to run time; and [29] or [20], in which much more compile time 
computation is done but with the attendant risk of infinite loops at compile time. 
1.2.2. Analysis of run-lime error 
If one point of static semantics is to avoid certain run-time errors, we must first 
understand just what these are, and how they are related to a language specification. 
What is a run-time error? At the level of machine code there is no such thing as a 
type error because there are no types - all values are just bit sequences, interpreted 
differently by different instructions. (It is possible, though, for some operations to 
cause errors dependent on the values of their operands, e.g. an interrupt on divide 
by zero.) On the other hand the unstructured nature of machine code can cause 
errors that have no natural counterpart in the programming language being imple- 
mented, e.g. a branch to a nonexistent location or an addressing error. 
The point is, however, that the computer has just the architecture it has in order 
to realize certain mathematically defined basic functions, e.g. addition. It is therefore 
reasonable to dejine a run-time error to be the calling of a basic function with 
inappropriate arguments, e.g. applying + to arguments that are not both numbers. 
In other words the proper conceptual level for discussing run-time errors and their 
semantics is not at the bit level, but at the level of a mathematical operations the 
bits are intended to represent. 
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Which run-time errors can be avoided by type checking? The answer is of course that 
this depends on the programming language concerned and is thus doubly difficult 
if a new language is being designed. We first discuss the question on the basis of a 
few informal examples, and try to be more precise later. Suppose we are given an 
executable specification of a programming language, and suppose it contains certain 
error tests. The specification will be called the dynamic semantics, and might for 
example be an interpreter or a denotational semantics. 
Let us call (a bit loosely for now) an error test in the specification a static error 
if its occurrence can be avoided by a sound and sufficiently liberal static check on 
the program being assigned a meaning, otherwise a dynamic error. By “sufficiently 
liberal” we mean that the check does not reject too many programs. 
Principle. It is essential that a static semantics be sound, that is, if it detects the 
possibility of a certain class of run-time errors, and if it asserts that program p is 
well-formed then no errors of that class can actually occur when running p on 
various inputs. 
Now consider the expression 
3 + true. 
If evaluated, it is certain to yield an error, since the pair (3, true) does not lie in 
the domain of operation +. This can reasonably be called an observable type error, 
where the arguments’ types are in conflict with the domain of the basic function +. 
Clearly this is a statically detectable error. 
But an error in evaluating an expression such as X + Y may need to be detected 
at run time. For example in Lisp or APL, X and Y may be dynamically bound to 
values of changing elementary types during program execution, so the error is 
dynamic. In a “strongly typed” language such as Pascal, X and Y can only be 
assigned values in agreement with their type declarations, so a compile-time com- 
parison of their declared types with the domain of + is enough to keep this run-time 
error from happening. 
For another example, the expression 3 + true is never evaluated in 
“if always false then X := 3 + true”. 
Should this be regarded as a type error? The traditional answer is “yes”, the reasoning 
being that it is unrealistic to expect a type checker to decide whether an expression 
ever can be evaluated, since this is an undecidable problem in general. In practice 
this amounts to assuming that every expression and statement appearing in program 
P may be evaluated or executed, i.e. a “schematic” interpretation of program 
execution. 
Principle. It is acceptable for a static semantics to be overly conservative, i.e. for it 
to reject some programs as being incorrect even though their execution can never 
lead to observable type errors. 
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For yet another example, consider the expression X/( Y - 2). An error can occur 
if Y = Z, but this depends on dynamic values not available prior to program 
execution. In this case static checking cannot prevent run-time errors (save trivially 
by forbidding all programs containing / !), so the error must be considered as 
dynamic. 
1.2.3. Examples of type errors in executable language specifications 
Type-free interpreters. Examples include interpreters written in machine language, 
microcode or VLSI, where a data value is simply a bit pattern, whose “type” is 
given by its interpretation and usage, and not by its appearance. Programs with 
type errors can be run, but may yield unintended results. 
Type-checking interpreters. Examples include interpreters and other operational 
semantics (e.g. structural operational semantics ([36], implemented in [22]) which 
when applying basic functions first check their arguments’ types. This implies that 
those types must be visible in some form, for example as a type tag, bound to the 
value at run time. If the interpreter is written in a strongly typed language, there 
must be provision for a “case on type tag”. 
Programs with type errors can be run. Errors are caught only when statements 
or expressions containing them are executed or evaluated, so no complaint is issued 
for 
if always false then X := 3 + true. 
The denotational semantics approach. This is actually just the same as the previous 
case, the only difference being the level of the specification language being used. 
Again, type errors are only caught dynamically. 
Variable bindings are usually represented by a universal sum domain, thus 
implicitly requiring type tags just as above. For example, the universal domain U 
could be given by a reflexive domain equation such as: 
U=Int+Bool+Char+{wrong}+ Ux U+(U+ U)+(U+ U). 
Given U, bindings of program identifiers to their values can be described using: 
Env = Ident + U. 
Programs with type errors can be run, but may yield summand (projection) errors. 
Note, however, that not every error involving sum domains is a statically detectable 
type error. For example, suppose a program manipulates binary trees as defined by 
List = Number + List x List. 
Attempting to take the left subtree of a number would give a summand error, and 
this should certainly be regarded as dynamic. 
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Static type checking in Tennent’s Pascal semantics. This semantics [40] for most of 
Pascal is divided into a static semantics and a dynamic semantics. The static semantics 
is only used as a prepass to check that variables’ usage matches their declarations, 
and no information is passed to dynamic semantics. As a result, any attempt to 
implement the dynamic semantics directly would require run-time type tags for 
every variable binding, wasting memory and computation time. 
This example puts into relief a general problem: how can information be transmitted 
from the static semantics to the dynamic semantics? None at all is transmitted in 
Tennent’s semantics (and many others), but in practice compilers do much to exploit 
the information gathered by the type analysis phase in order to generate efficient 
code and nonredundant data structures. 
2. Towards automatic derivation of a static semantics from a dynamic semantics 
2.1. An operational approach 
Our starting point is an executable programming language specification -in other 
words, an interpreter or an operational semantics. The main idea is to analyze the 
interpreter’s text, to find out where and how run-time errors can occur - and to 
see which ones can be prevented by a static semantics that acts as a filter prior to 
program execution. 
2.1.1. Executable programming language specijications 
First, some notation. Let L be a programming language and let V be a set of data 
values to be manipulated by programs. Then we write 
[pn‘u = output 
for the result, if any, of running program p on input v. 
We wish to study type correctness and static semantics some programming 
language, say S. Suppose we are given a formal specification of S’s dynamic semantics 
-in other words, a definitional interpreter, written in some implementation language 
L. The interpreter is an L-program, call it int, that executes an S-program “source” 
as follows: 
output = [source]sinput = [intlL(source, input). 
Errors in S-program source are thus realized by error-detecting code in int. Our 
viewpoint on a static semantics is, roughly speaking, that it is a mechanism for 
detecting, given source, whether or not it can cause int to execute a static error on 
some input. We now make the idea of “static error” more precise using the concept 
of program specialization, commonly known under the names: “mixed computation” 
[ll] or “partial evaluation” [21]. 
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2.1.2. Program specialization 
Suppose we are given a value v, that conveys partial knowledge about v. For 
example if p is an interpreter its input is a pair program, data. For compiling we 
will know as v, the program to be interpreted but not its input data, so v is a pair 
whose first component is known. Division of u into static and dynamic parts can 
be made more precise as follows (just a Cartesian product decomposition of value 
set V). 
Definition. A division is a triple 6 = (stat, dyn, pair) of functions 
stat: V+ If,, dyn: V+ V,, pair : V, X V, + V 
which for any v, v,, vd satisfy 
pair(stat(v), dyn(v)) = v, 
stat(pair(v,, vd)) = v,, 
dyn(pair(u,, Q)) = vd. 
Values in V, will be called static values, with typical element v,~ while those in 
V, (typical element vd) will be called dynamic. The intention is that a static value 
v, = stat(v) denotes a known part of an input u to program p. 
The goal of program specialization (or partial evaluation) is to find a program 
pus which is equivalent to p on all inputs described by v,. 
Definition. Let 6 be a division of V. Program pus is a specialization of p with respect 
to u, iff for any u E V with ZI =pair(v,, vd), 
The terms “partial evaluation” or “mixed computation” are used since mix 
performs some but not all of p’s operations or actions, and generates code for other 
operations or actions. (Clearly the computations performed must be computable 
from u, alone.) The specialized program pu, will in general be a mixture containing 
parts of both p and v,. 
Often puI can be much faster then p, as seen when compiling by partially evaluating 
an interpreter with respect to a known source program. The reason is that many of 
p’s actions (applying basic functions, constructing terms, etc.) are dependent only 
on v, and so can be performed at specialization time without knowing the rest of v. 
In [20] and [21] an L-program doing program specialization was called mix (term 
from Ershov [ll]). Input to mix is a pair consisting of a program p and the static 
data to which it is to be specialized. Mix must satisfy 
P”.\ = Um%pWp, us). 
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2.1.3. Compiling by program specialization 
Suppose now that p = int is a definitional interpreter for programming language 
S and is written in language L, and that its known (static) input is the S-program 
source. The equation above becomes 
intrource = [mixjLpair( int, source). 
Program in&_ is a specialized version of int and so is an L-program. The effect 
of interpreter specialization has thus been to translate S-program source into L, i.e. 
to compile from the interpreted language into the language the interpreter is written 
in: 
target = in&,,,,, . 
As seen in [ 1 l] and [ 121, similar techniques can also be used to generate compilers 
and even a compiler generator. 
Exactly as above, when compiling mix will perform some but not all of int’s 
actions, and target is a mixture of parts of int and source. As a consequence, some 
of the error messages in int will be performed by mix, while others will appear in 
target, to be executed or not at run time depending on the exact computational flow. 
2.1.4. Program specialization and static semantics 
Suppose we compile this way, by specializing a type checking interpreter. A naive 
approach to static semantics is to define source to be statically correct in case target 
contains no error rules. From this point of view, as much type checking and error 
detection as possible are done at compile time (i.e. during program specialization). 
This is a rather untraditional approach - there is no type system at all in the 
usual sense (at least not in explicit form). Has it solved the type checking problem? 
Alas, no - the requirement that target be completely error free is too strong since 
it rules out programs with truly dynamic error testing, e.g. division by zero. 
There is another unsolved problem - to generate a target program completely 
free of type tags (and so necessarily typeless), as is usual in the implementation of 
strongly typed languages. The difficulty here is that mix treats its programs one at 
a time, whereas “strong typedness” (whatever the precise meaning of that term is) 
is a global property of the language as a whole, depending only on int and not at 
all on source. Recognition that a certain type tag is independent of source and so 
static is a binding time property, now to be discussed. 
Describing the naive approach was not fruitless as it leads to a new idea: to call 
an error message appearing in int static if it appears in no target program, i.e. if it 
can only be performed by mix and code for it will never be generated to be executed 
at run time. To pursue this direction further, we need some more concepts. 
2.1.5. Binding time analysis 
Binding time analysis was first devised as a tool to aid in carrying out program 
specialization, and has been seen to have several other applications. 
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What is binding time analysis? Binding time analysis [20, 211 generalizes the rule 
stat for dividing p’s input into static and dynamic parts to apply to the entire 
program. It divides every basic function call or data constructor in p into one of 
two classes: those that can be computed at program specialization time, and those 
that must be performed at run time by the specialized program pus. 
Thus in our context the task of binding time analysis is to find a division 6 of 
the data of every function in the interpreter p into static parts - those depending 
only on the program to be interpreted, and the dynamic remainder. An algorithm 
for binding time analysis was described in [21]. 
Binding time analysis and static semantics. Our ultimate goal is to derive the static 
semantics from a language definition. The approach replaces using a predefined 
framework for type systems by giving feedback to the user regarding the consequen- 
ces of his language decisions, and so is applicable to interpretive definitions of any 
language at all. If applied to, for example, Lisp, it would simply provide the feedback 
that all error results are dynamic. 
This properly includes the earlier approach in which type checking was done 
by program specialization, since correct binding time analysis implies no error 
labeled static in the interpreter’s text can ever appear in target. Further, advantage 
can be taken of knowing which interpreter constructors are static, for example to 
optimize space and time in the target program. Examples will appear in the next 
section. 
2.2. Some simple examples of the approach 
Throughout this section we work with programs in the form of term rewriting 
systems, as described in [4] and many other places. A self-applicable partial evaluator 
for term rewriting programs is described in [6]. 
2.2.1. Preliminaries 
Here, a term rewriting program is a collection of rewrite rules of form tL+ tR, 
where tL and tR are terms built using constructors (e.g. CONS as in Lisp), user- 
defined functions, base functions and error symbols to indicate abnormal termina- 
tion. A simple example is the “append” function (where “I” designates the empty 
list and “ : ” denotes CONS, written in infix position): 
append(ll, Ys) + Ys, 
append(X : Xs, Ys) + X : append(Xs, Ys). 
As in [4] we define terms without specifying a signature, and do not assume that 
function symbols have fixed arities. A program is assumed to consist of a finite set 
of rules with a designated initial rule. We make several restrictions in order to select 
a subset of term rewriting systems suitable for efficient implementation as a 
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programming language: 
(1) The function symbols are partitioned into disjoint subsets of 
dejined functions functions defined in the program, 
basic functions functions defined externally, e.g. +, 
constructors e.g. Lisp’s CONS, 
error symbols to indicate abnormal termination. 
(2) Each rule has form f( t,, . . . , t,) * t where 
l f is a defined function symbol, 
. t,,... , t, are free of function symbols (defined or basic), 
l every variable in t occurs in some ti, and 
l left linearity: no variable occurs twice in f( t, , . . . , t,). 
(3) No term matches two distinct rules, i.e. no rule subsumes another. 
(4) a term containing an error symbol cannot be rewritten. 
Informally computation can be described by: 
l Each program p defines a binary relation + on T, so t+ t’ iff t can be rewritten 
to t’ by p. 
l t+ t’ if t’ can be obtained by replacing a redex (a term matching some rule’s left 
side) in t by its appropriately substituted right side. 
l A redex can be a subterm of t that matches some rule’s left side; it is replaced 
by the result of applying the matching substitution to the same rule’s right side. 
l A redex may also be of the form p (t, , . . . , t,) where p is a basic function and 
t L,“‘, t, contain no redex. It is rewritten according to the definition of p, 
provided separately from p (for example p could be +, denoting addition by a 
set of so-called delta rules as in the lambda calculus). 
l Only the leftmost innermost redex in a term may be rewritten (call by value). 
The restrictions on p’s syntax and redex selection imply rewriting is deterministic: 
tat’ and t+ t” imply t’ = t”. Lisp techniques that share substructures in order to 
avoid recopying may be used for implementation. The theoretical soundness of the 
Lisp approach is established in [4]. 
A simple example of program specialization. Suppose the “append” program seen 
before is to be specialized to static argument 
xs= 1:2:fl 
A program configuration can be split into static and dynamic parts by the following 
division: here tl, t2 stand for any ground terms, while Ys is a variable unknown at 
specialization time. 
stat(append(t1, t2)) = append(t1, Ys) 
dyn(append(t1, t2)) = t2, 
pair(append(t1, Ys), t2) = append(t1, t2). 
This program’s control is completely determined by the static argument Xs, so all 
function calls may be unfolded during specialization. The result of such unfolding 
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and mix-time pattern matching is the specialized program: 
append(l:2:[,Ys)+ 1:2:Ys. 
This is notably more efficient than the source program, but it has a computationally 
redundant left side pattern 1: 2 : 1. A still better program can be obtained by dropping 
this argument to get 
append(Ys) + 1: 2 : Ys. 
2.2.2. Binding time analysis 
More generally, the aim of binding time analysis is to construct a division for 
each defined functioqf; namely a way to specify exactly which parts of f’s argument 
values are to be regareded as static and thereby to be used to construct specialized 
versions of J: The division is used as follows. 
During the program specialization process, we are typically given a term rewriting 
rule in the usual form: pattern --, . . .f( t,, . . . , t,) . . . , and as well a term that can 
be unified with the pattern. This term will contain static values, and as well variables 
representing the dynamic and as yet unknown run-time values. An example: term 
append( 1: 2 : 0, Ys) above. 
The substitution resulting from unification can be used to construct a new term 
f(ti,... , tk) describing what is known at program specialization time about this 
particular call. It may well be the case that not all the nonvariable parts of 
.f(G,. f., th) should be regarded as static- possibly because of problems with 
congruence (defined later), and possibly to avoid the risk of constructing an infinite 
set of specialized versions off: 
It is here that the division comes in: it is applied to f( t;, . . t’ ) and its effect ., n, 
is to replace by new variables those subterms of f(t;, . . . , t:) that the division 
classifies as dynamic. 
This problem is not new, and our solution by forcing certain parts to be dynamic 
is a special case of the generalization strategy discussed by Turchin [42], also used 
by Bondorf [6] and other partial evaluators. 
2.2.3. Binding time analysis of an extremely simple functional language 
The main point of the following series of examples is to illustrate the close 
connection between binding time analysis, type checking and the type correctness 
problem in general. We begin with binding time analysis of an interpreter for a tiny 
expression language. The input language to the interpreter consists of programs 
with syntax: 
Program ::= read I and evaluate E 
E ::= indent 11 number N 1 E binop E 
1 min I such that E = 0 
I . .- johnlmaryl.. . 
N ::= 0111.. . 
binop ::= + I- I. . . (unspecified) 
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with a hopefully natural semantics (binop = “binary operator”, min = “the minimum 
natural number”). An example program, that should loop infinitely on all inputs X 
other than 0, 3, 4 and 5: 
P = read X and evaluate min Y such that (25 - X * X - Y * Y) = 0 
The interpreter in term rewriting form. In the following program defined functions 
and constructors are written in lower case or with special symbols, the defined 
functions being run, eval, f, g, look and aux. Further notation: basic functions are 
italic and variable names are written with their first letter in upper case. It uses 
basic functions binop, successor, zero? and equal? perform binary operators, add 1, 
and to test for zero or equality of identifiers in the interpreted program (the identifiers 
are not to be confused with variables used in the term rewriting system itself). 
Finally, envO represents an initial empty environment, while constructor _[_ H _] 
constructs a new environment from a previous one by binding an identifier to a 
value, for example Env[X - 51. 
run(read I and evaluate E, V) + eval( E, env,[ I H V]) 
eval(number N, Env) +N 
eval(ident I, Env) -+ look( I, Env) 
eval( E binop E’, Env) + eval( E, Env)binop eval(E’, Env) 
eval(min I such that E = 0, Env) + f(E, Env[I H 01) 
f( E, Env) - g( zero?(eval( E, Env)), E, Env) 
g(true, E, Env[ I ++ V]) -V 
g(false, E, Env[ I - V]) - f( E, Env[ I ++ successor V]) 
look(1, Env[Il -VI) + aux(equal?(I, Il), I, V, Env) 
look( I, env,) + error(I) 
aux(true, I, V, Env) +-V 
aux(false, I, V, Env) + look(1, Env) 
Binding time analysis of the simple interpreter. We assume given that the initial call 
to the interpreter is of the form run(p, v) where p will be known at program 
specialization time and v dynamically. More formally, the static part of initial call 
run(p, v) is given by 
stat(run(p, v)) = run(p, X,) the staticprojection 
indicating that during program specialization the program to be interpreted will be 
known and its input is represented by variable X,, to be filled in at run time. The 
task of binding time analysis is to divide each interpreter function call into static 
and dynamic parts. The division must be both: 
Congruent meaning that the static part of the arguments to a called function can 
be computed from the static parts of the calling function’s arguments; and 
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Finite meaning that the set of all static projections of all functions called during 
any one computation will be finite. 
Our goal is to illustrate the concepts and relate them to type checking, so we will 
not attempt to give a mathematically precise definition of these terms here, or 
algorithms for doing binding time analysis. The reader interested in the technical 
details may see [17]. 
A suitable division is the following, where we only give the static projections 
since no more is needed during program specialization. X,, X, , . . _ are variables, 
indicating parts of terms that will not be known during program specialization. To 
avoid repetition we use an auxiliary function “senv”, yielding the static part of an 
environment. 




stat(g(truthva1, e, env)) 
stat(look(id, env)) 
stat(aux(truthva1, id, v, env)) 
stat( binop(v, w)) 
stat( zero?(v)) 
stat(sUcceSSor(v)) 
stat( equal?(i, il)) 
stat( error(n)) 
= runh Xl) 
= eval( e, senv( env)) 
= f(e, senv(env)) 
= g(XO, e, senv(env)) 
= look(id, senv(env)) 
= aux(trutha1, id, X0, senv(env)) 
= binop(X,, X,) dynamic arguments 
= zero?(X,) dynamic arguments 
= successor dynamic arguments 
= equal?(i, il) static arguments 
= error(n) static argument 
Analysis of the results of this binding time analysis. First, we verify that the division 
is congruent. It is easy to see that in any computation resulting (directly or indirectly) 
from an initial call, the first arguments of eval, f and look and the second arguments 
of g and aux are always substructures of the static input to the interpreter (the 
program P being interpreted). Further, the environment Env variable used by eval 
and other functions must always have the form env,[id, H v,] . . . [id,, H v,] for 
identifiers idi and numeric values Ui. The static part of all new environments (created 
in the calls from run and g to eval) is thus computable from the static parts of the 
calling functions. The static/dynamic status of the basic functions is immediate 
from this. 
Finiteness is straightforward, since n will not exceed the maximum depth to which 
expressions of form min I such that. . . are nested. 
All this implies that these function arguments are all static: eval and f’s first, g’s 
second, and aux’s first two arguments. They can thus all be evaluated at program 
specialization time. Further, the entire structure of the environment is static: the 
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sequence and identity of the names appearing in any environment can also be 
computed at program specialization time. Finally, the arguments of equaI? and error 
are static, so these functions may be applied at specialization time. The other basic 
functions have dynamic arguments and so must appear as residual functions in the 
specialized program. 
For automatic implementation, automatic means to obtain a safe congruent 
division must be developed. 
Specialization using an annotated version of the interpreter. Specialization is accom- 
plished by performing those computations that may be done on the basis of the 
static data available at specialization time, and unfolding some but not all function 
calls. The residual program will consist of versions of some of these functions, 
specialized to calling contexts determined by the source program. 
We thus need to analyze the interpreter program, to see which calls may be 
unfolded. Just which functions are residual will depend on the unfolding strategy. 
Those that cannot will be residual, and so appear in the specialized program. 
Clearly all calls of function eval to itself involve a static argument that becomes 
smaller, so they may be unfolded on-line at program specialization time without 
danger of nontermination. Similarly, the call to eval from g may be unfolded, but 
the call from g to f may not, since static argument E is unchanged. The calls from 
eval to f, and those from look to aux and back may be unfolded, since they involve 
no tests on unavailable dynamic data. Finally, the call from eval to f should not be 
unfolded, since there is otherwise a risk that some computations may be duplicated 
in the residual program. 
The function calls appearing in the interpreter may now be annotated as in [20, 
211, yielding a version of the interpreter suitable for efficient specialization. For 
example, the call residual-g indicates a call to g that should not be unfolded. 
run(read I and evaluate E, V) + eval( E, env,[ I ++ V]) 
eval(number N, Env) +N 
eval(ident I, Env) + look(1, Env) 
eval( E binop E’, Env) + eval( E, Env) residual-binop eval( E’, Env) 
eval(min I such that E = 0, Env)-+ residual-f(E, Env[I H 01) 
f(E, Env) + residual-g(residual-zero?(eval( E, Env)), E, Env) 
g(true, E, Env[I ++ V]) -+V 
g(false, E, Env[ I ++ V]) + residual-f( E, Env[ I ++ residual-successor V]) 
look(1, Env[Il ++ VI) 
look( I, env,,) 
+ aux(equal?(I, Il), I, V, Env) 
+ error(N) 
aux(true, I, V, Env) 
aux(false, I, V, Env) 
+V 
+ look(1, Env) 
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Suppose now the interpreter is to be specialized to 
Q, = read X and evaluate min Y such that (25 - X * X - Y * Y) = 0 
= read X and evaluate C where 
E = min Y such that E’ = 0 and 
x1=25-X*X-Y*Y. 
The first version of the residual program is easily obtained from the annotated 
interpreter: 
run(@, XI) 
f(E’, envOIX H X,][Y ++ X,]) 
+ f(C’, env,[X ++ X,][Y H 01) 
-+ g(zero?(25-X, * X,-X2 *X,), 
Z’, envOIX H X,][Y i-3 X2]) 
g(true, C’, env,[X e X,][Y ++ X,]) + X2 
g(false, C’, env,[X ++ X,][Y ++ X,]) + f(C’, env,[X ++ X,] 
[X, H successor X,]) 
There is obviously much information (a, env,, . . . ) that is never tested during the 
computation. We therefore choose to drop all static arguments, and to replace the 
cumbersome single argument: envOIX H X,][Y H X,] by the two arguments X, and 
X,. (Note that X and Y are constant symbols, but X, and X2 are pattern variables.) 
The result is much more elegant: 
run(X,) + fW,,O) 
f-w,, X2) + g(zero?(25-X, *X,-X2* X2),X,,X2) 
g(true, X1, X2> -j X2 
g(false, X,, X,) + f(X,, successor X,) 
The last transformation amounts to inventing a deriuor that maps the final specialized 
program to the previous one [ 11. (A simpler one was used for the “append” example.) 
The use of derivors and their automatic application to compactifying programs will 
certainly play an important role in further work on specializing term rewriting 
programs. 
Static semantics. In this case there was only rewrite rule yielding an error value: 
look( I, env,) + error(N), and the binding time analysis classified error(N) as static. 
This means that such errors will always be detected during program specialization, 
i.e. at compile time. No other errors are possible (unless the program input u were 
not an integer), since the basic functions zero? and successor are called with values 
certain to be integers. 
2.2.4. A simple functional language with two basic types 
We now do a binding time analysis of an interpreter for a still very small expression 
language, but one with basic types “integer” and “boolean”. We will conclude that 
it is not strongly typed. The input language has programs with the following syntax 
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and the usual semantics: 
Syntax 
Program ::= read I and evaluate E 
E : := true 1 false 1 number N 
IidentIIEbinopElletI=EinE’ 
1 if E then E’ else E” 
I ::= johnlmaryl.. . 
N ::= Oil]... 
binop ::= + I - I . . (unspecified) 
The Interpreter 
run(read I and evaluate E, V) 
eval(true, Env) 
eval(false, Env) 
eval(number N, Env) 
eva(ident I, Env) 
eval( E binop E’, Env) 
eval(let I = E in E’, Env) 
eval(if E then E’ else E”, Env) 
+ eval( E, env,[ I H V]) 
-+ boo1 true 
+ boo1 false 
---z intN 
+ look(1, Env) 
+ eval(E, Env) binop eval(E’, Env) 
-+ eval( E’, Env[ I H eval( E, Env)]) 
-+ if(eval( E, Env), E’, E”, Env) 
if(boo1 true, E’, E”, Env) 
if(boo1 false, E’, E”, Env) 
if(integer N, E’, E”, Env) 
look, aux - as before 
+ eval(E’, Env) 
+ eval( E”, Env) 
+ error 
Remarks. This is nearly as before, but the unary constructors bool, int are used as 
“type tags”, so values have the forms: boo1 true, boo1 false or int N. There are two 
possibilities for observable type error: either an integer-valued test in if, or a binary 
operator (+, -, =, . . . ) could be applied to data of the wrong type. We have included 
an explicit test for the if error, but left the others implicit. 
Binding time analysis of the interpreter. We assume that the initial call to the 
interpreter is of the form run(P, int N) where P will be known at program specializ- 
ation time and N dynamically. More formally: 
stat(run(p, int n)) = run(p, int X,) 
indicating that during program specialization, the program to be interpreted will be 
known but its input (assumed to be an integer) is represented by variable X, to be 
filled in at run time. 
A suitable division for this interpreter is the following, where auxiliary function 
“senv” yields the static part of the environment as in Section 2.2.3. 
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stat(run(p, int v)) = run(p, int X,) 
stat(eval(e, env)) Z eval(e, senv(env)) 
stat(if(boo1 truthval, e’, e”, env)) = if(boo1 X,, e’, e”, senv(env)) 
stat(look(id, env)) = look(id, senv(env)) 
stat(aux(truthva1, id, v, env)) = aux(truthval, id, X0, senv(env)) 
stat( binop(v, w)) = biV(X, 2 X2) all dynamic 
stat(equaZ?(i, il)) = equal?(i, il)all static 
stat( error) = . dynamic 
This can be verified to be congruent and finite; we omit the details. Note that type 
tags “int” and “biol” are dynamic and so will appear in specialized programs. 
Results of the binding time analysis. As in Section 2.2.3, the environment structure 
of the environment is static: the sequence and identity of the names appearing in 
any environment can also be computed at program specialization time. The first 
arguments of eval and look and the first two arguments of aux are static and so can 
be computed at program specialization time. The basic functions other than equal? 
have dynamic arguments and so must appear as residual functions in the specialized 
program. 
Residual if rules will check the test argument, and yield error if integer. The type 
check is necessary, since the possibility for error in, for example, 
read X and evaluate if (if X = 0 then 1 else true) then true else false 
depends on the run-time value of X. This explains why the error rule is classified 
as dynamic by binding time analysis. Thus operationally the language is not strongly 
typed since the type constructors “int” and “bool” in values are not static. 
Making the language strongly typed. We can make the language strongly typed by 
requiring tye types of let variables to be declared, provided the type of a basic 
function’s result is determined by the types of its arguments. To illustrate we handle 
+ and =, and assume program results are only allowed to be integers. 
Syntax 
Program : := 
E . ._ . .- 
1 . ._ 
N . ._ . .- 
binop ::= 
read I and evaluate E 
true) false 1 number N 
1 ident 11 E biuop E 1 if E then E’ else E” 




The Interpreter. In the following, eval has been given an extra argument, taking on 
one of two values: int?, indicating that evaluation is expected to yield an integer; 
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and boo]?, if a boolean value is expected. 
run( read I and evaluate E, V) --+ eval(E, env,[I w V], int?) 
eval(true, Env, boo]?) + boo1 true 
eval(false, Env, boo]?) --+ boo1 false 
eval(number N, Env, int?) * intN 
eval(ident I, Env) -+ look(1, Env) 
eval( E + E’, Env, int?) --+ +( eval( E, Env, int?), eval( E’, Env, int?) 
+(int v, int v’) -+ int(v+v’) 
eval( E = E’, Env, T) --+ =(eval(E, Env, T), eval(E’, Env, T)) 
= (int v, int v’) * bool(v = v’) 
= (boo1 v, boo1 v’) -+ bool(v = v’) 
eval( let I : integer = E in E’, Env, T) -+ eval( E’, Env[ I ++ eval( E, Env, int?)], T) 
eval(let I : boolean = E in E’, Env, T) + eval( E’, Env[ I H eval( E, Env, bool?)], T) 
eval(if E then E’ else E”, Env, T) 3 if(eval(E, Env, boo]?), E’, E”, Env, T) 
if(boo1 frue, E’, E”, Env, T) * eva( E’, Env, T) 
if(boo1 false, E’, E”, Env, T) -+ eval( E”, Env, T) 
look. aux - as before 
Binding time analysis. For this language a division may be used with static type 
constructors in the environment. This requires a change to “senv”: 
senv(envJid, H con,(v,)] . . . [id, H con,(v,)]) 
= env,,[id, H conv,(X,)] . . . [id, H con,(X,)]) 
where each con, may independently be “in? or “bool”. Given this, the remaining 
static divisions are straightforward: 
stat(run(p, int v)) = run(p, int X,) 
stat(eval(e, env, t)) = eval(e, senv(env), t) 
stat(if(boo1 truthval, e’, e”, env, t)) = if(boo1 X,, e’, e”, senv(env), t) 
stat(look(id, env)) = look(id, senv(env)) 
stat(aux(truthva1, id, v, env)) = aux(truthva1, id, X,,, senv(env)) 
stat(+(int v, int w)) = +(int X,, int X,) 
stat( = (int v, int w)) = = (int X, , int X,) 
stat( =(bool v, boo1 w)) = = (boo1 X, , boo1 X,) 
This can again be verified to be congruent and finite. The previous example now 
yields a static error. 
2.3. Conclusion 
These examples display an intimate and natural relationship between type check- 
ing in programming languages and binding time analysis of the interpreters which 
define the languages. We think it likely that the same strong connections will be 
seen for more complex languages, and that binding time analysis will thus provide 
a basis for analyzing type correctness and for implementing static semantics. 
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